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     Hockey That’s Fresh, Not Frozen

Quick Stat
   If you’re scoring at home (and congratulations if you are), 
   PeeWees led the red-light lighting race with 196 goals. 
   Bantams tallied 171 times and Squirt players scored 122. 

Don’t go through life without goals.  

Sunday, July 27, overcame a wet start to feature two 
overtime games including an exciting Bantam Shootout 
during Week 9 at the Boys and Girls Club Rink.  

Bantam Division
B4 Christine Maren Salon defeated  
B1 Cullyvore Construction 9-8 in OT Shootout

Joe Wenzell’s goal in the third round of the Overtime 
Shootout sealed the 9-8 win for Christine Maren Salon over 
Cullyvore Construction.

Austin Elchinoff scored a Bantam-high 6 times and  
Kyle Nelson added 2 goals, but a pair of 4-baggers from 
Chris Kessler and Sam Winters sent the exciting see-saw 
game into bonus time. 

Kessler tallied the game’s first goal when he and Winters 
went in on a 2-on-1 late in the opening frame, but with just 
5.1 seconds left Elchinoff’s forehand off a Will Dexter  
pass evened the score. 

Elchinoff added another goal :37 into the second on a  
high wrist shot to the glove side, but Kessler tied it at 2-2 on a  
forehand from the left faceoff circle off a pass from Tanner Dulay. 

Winters gave Christie Maren Salon the lead when a pass from 
Wenzell sprung him behind the defense and he fired in a wrister 
past the glove side. Nelson re-tied the game, assisted by Elchinoff, 
on a shot over the shoulder of goalie Kian Kemp, who made a  
season-high 49 saves in the contest. 

Winters broke the tie with his 12th of the season when he hit the 

back of the net with a snapshot, but Elchinoff roofed one of his own 
to knot the game at 4-4. 

Christie Maren Salon killed a penalty with Winters off for 
tripping, and regained the lead when he retuned to the rink to 
score his hat trick to give Christine Maren Salon its fourth lead 
of the day at 5-4. Adam Bloomer then kept Joe Quinlan off the 
board, and the game remained 5-4 at the end of three periods. 

Nelson tied it 1:00 into the final period, and Elchinoff took 
the ensuing faceoff from Cody Dexter, skated down and scored 
to give Cullyvore Construction its second lead, at 6-5. Kessler 
scored his third 1:26 into the period to level it at 6-6.

Christine Maren Salon reclaimed the lead at 7-6 when 
Kessler scored his fourth on a one-timer off an assist by Winters. 

Unbelievably, after 4 goals in the first 2:16 of the period,  
the teams went nearly 4 minutes without a score, as defenders 
Adam Bloomer and Jack Fritz were tough in front of goalie 
Josh Morrell. 

But that streak ended with a final flurry, as Elchinoff tied the 
game on a top shelf wrister. With 2:44 remaining, Winters took 
a Kessler feed and was able to find the twine for this 14th goal 
of the year, but with 2:00 left Elchinoff emerged from behind 
the net to score his NCHL-leading 25th goal of the season on a 
wraparound to send the game into overtime. 

After 5 scoreless minutes, the teams lined up for the shootout. 
Kessler scored on a backhand deke in the first round, and 
Winters followed with a high backhand of his own. Elchinoff 
countered in the third round with a high forehand wrister. With 
the game on his stick, Wenzell was cooler than the other side 
of the pillow as he came through with a low forehand to send 
Christine Maren Salon home with its second win of the season.‘Find the Puck’ answer: Austin Elchinoff (blue) didn’t send the 

puck under the armpit, nor into the stick of goalie Kian Kemp, but 
decoyed it horizontally along the yellow kickplate as he scored the 
only shootout goal for Cullyvore Construction.  (Had me fooled, too.) 
          –Photo courtesy Cathy Elchinoff

Can You Find the Puck?     (answer below)

Kian Kemp made an NCHL-high 49 saves and got in a much-needed rest at the same 
time during the Bantam contest won by Christine Maren Salon in an Overtime Shootout.

Championship Sunday Schedule (Aug. 3)
 Time Guest  Home

 8:45am A: S2-Kulda Construction vs    S4-Pastorino Hay

 9:45am B: S1-Palladino Painting vs   S3-HMB Review

 10:45am  C: P1-Dr. Alborzi vs   P2-Dr. Moody

 12:00pm  D: Dr. Maahs vs   P3-Dr. Stasun

   1:15pm  E: B4-Christine Maren Salon vs  B2-Coastside.net

   2:30pm  F: B3-HMB Lions Club vs   B1-Cullyvore Construction

 3:45pm Squirt Championship
  Squirt Semifinal B Winner   vs   Semifinal A Winner  

 4:45pm PeeWee Championship
  PeeWee Semifinal D Winner  vs   Semifinal C Winner  

 6:00pm Bantam Championship
  Bantam Semifinal F Winner  vs   Semifinal E Winner  

       Note:  DoubleShot DoubleShootout will be held during 
  halftime of the PeeWee Championship game. 
 
  Prize Drawing will be held during halftime of the 
  Bantam Championship game.  

	 	  2008 NCHL SCOriNg LeaDerS
	
GOALS-BANTAM DIVISION  Team   G
 1 Elchinoff, Austin  B1-Cullyvore Construction 25
  2 DeWitt, Jack  B2-Coastside.net   19
  3 Winters, Sammy  B4-Christine Maren Salon 14
  4 Goodin, Connor  B2-Coastside.net   13
  5 Huntsinger, CJ  B3-HMB Lions Club   12
 
ASSISTS-BANTAM DIVISION Team   A
 1 Goodin, Connor  B2-Coastside.net   9
  2 Winters, Sammy  B4-Christine Maren Salon 8
  3 DeWitt, Jack  B2-Coastside.net   6
  3 Elchinoff, Austin  B1-Cullyvore Construction 6
  3 Dexter, William  B1-Cullyvore Construction 6
 
GOALS-PEEWEE DIVISION  Team   G
 1 Farbstein, Pace  P3-Dr. Stasun   19
  2 Miller, Zeb  P4-Dr. Maahs   18
  2 Lansing, Krister  P1-Dr. Alborzi   18
  4 Murison, Hunter  P2-Dr. Moody   15
  5 Weinstein, Noah  P4-Dr. Maahs   13
  5 Cordero, Zane  P4-Dr. Maahs   13
 
ASSISTS-PEEWEE DIVISION Team   A
  1 Miller, Grant  P2-Dr. Moody   15
  2 Martin, Tom  P3-Dr. Stasun   10
  3 Farbstein, Pace  P3-Dr. Stasun   8
  4 Miller, Zeb  P4-Dr. Maahs   7
  4 Weinstein, Noah  P4-Dr. Maahs   7
 
GOALS-SQUIRT DIVISION  Team   G
  1 Cossman, North  S2-Kulda Construction  17
  2 Miller, Charlie   S4-Pastorino Hay   15
  3 Weinstein, Dimitri  S3-HMB Review   14
  3 Hovermale, Zane  S3-HMB Review   14
  5 Padua, Dominic  S4-Pastorino Hay   13
  5 Wylie, Graham  S1-Palladino Painting  13
 
ASSISTS-SQUIRT DIVISION Team   A
 1 Palladino, Marek  S1-Palladino Painting  7
  2 Miller, Charlie   S4-Pastorino Hay   5
  2 Padua, Dominic  S4-Pastorino Hay   5
  4 Kinzey, Indigo  S3-HMB Review   4
  4 Pastorino, Peyton  S4-Pastorino Hay   4
  4 Glasman, Joel  S3-HMB Review   4

Final regular-Season Standings
	 	 	 	
	BANTAM	 W	 L	OTL	Pt	GF	GA
	B2-Coastside.net	 9	 0	 0	18	63	33
	B1-Cullyvore	Construction	4	 5	 0	 8	52	53
	B3-HMB	Lions	Club	 3	 6	 1	 7	38	47
	B4-Christine	Maren	Salon	 2	 7	 0	 4	44	64
	 	
	PEEWEE	 W	 L	OTL	Pt	GF	GA
	P2-Dr.	Moody	 7	 2	 1	15	72	29
	P3-Dr.	Stasun	 6	 3	 0	12	53	31
	P4-Dr.	Maahs	 5	 4	 0	10	62	54
	P1-Dr.	Alborzi	 0	 9	 0	 0	27	77
	 	
	SQUIRT	 W	 L	OTL	Pt	GF	GA
	S4-Pastorino	Hay	 7	 2	 0	14	41	25
	S3-HMB	Review	 6	 3	 1	13	32	22
	S1-Palladino	Painting	 5	 4	 0	10	46	33
	S2-Kulda	Construction	 0	 9	 2	 2	18	57	 	
	 	 	
	W=Wins;		 L=Losses;	OTL=Overtime	Losses;	Pt=Points;
	GF=Goals	For;		GA=Goals	Against	 	 				as	of	7/28/08

Sponsor Spotlight
Each week, we feature the people behind the league, the 
supporters who make it work. This week’s sponsor: 
    Pastorino Hay & ranch Supply, inc. 

Pastorino Hay & Ranch Supply has been serving the 
equine and livestock industry in our area since 1993. We 
pride ourselves in our quality and customer service. This is 
why our motto is “Performance Horse Quality”. If you have 
an acquaintance with a fellow horse or ranch owner, please 
send them our direction!

Pastorino Hay & Ranch Supply, Inc. is proud to sponsor 
the Squirt 4 team coached by Brian Ginna for the 2008 season. 
Making a difference in our community is important to us. We 
are thankful to be a part of that and thankful for being a part 
of such a friendly hockey organization. Good luck to each 
and every player in the playoffs!

Pastorino Hay & ranch Supply. inc..
921 Miramontes St
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
Phone: (650) 726-6155
www.pastorinohay.com

Check ’em out, and support our NCHL sponsors!
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PASTO RINO HAY & RANCH SUPPLY, INC
“ P E R F O R M A N C E H O R S E Q U A L I T Y ”

 (650) 726-6155



PeeWee Division
P4 Dr. Maahs defeated P1 Dr. alborzi 5-4

Dr. Maahs held on to defeat Dr. Alborzi 5-4 on 3 goals 
from Zeb Miller and a pair from Noah Weinstein. Dante 
DiNapoli had a pair of scores in defeat. 

After a scoreless first period which Kezia Bowman and 
Skyler Globus broke up numerous Dr. Alborzi attacks, Miller 
gave Dr. Maahs the lead 1:43 into the second as he broke in 
and sent in a high wrist shot to the glove side. He added his 
second on a 2-0 break off a nice pass by Weinstein. 

Patrick Jones got one back for Dr. Alborzi when he scored 
on a 2-on-1 with DiNapoli on a shot low to the glove side. 
Miller restored the 2-goal lead on a forehand to the stick side 
for his league-leading 6th hat trick and 18th goal of the year. 
With just :16 to play in the first half, DiNapoli tucked one in 
to send the teams into the locker room 3-2 at the break, though 
Zane Cordero nearly snuck into the crease for a score. 

After a scoreless third period, when Adam Mansell made 
8 of his 22 shots on the day for Dr. Alborzi and Matthew 
Williams nearly broke free for a pair of goals, Weinstein got 
behind the defense to score on a low forehand, and extended 
the lead on a low wrister to the glove side. 

Krister Lansing cut it to 5-3 with a nifty move when he 
skated behind the defense and converted a Sam King pass by 
going top shelf, and then DiNapoli made it 5-4 on a low  
wrister on another King assist. 

The defense of Jordan Shepherd and Nicholas Pintarelli 
held firm and the game ended with Dr. Maahs having the same 
5-4 record as the score. 

Bantam Division
Coastside.net defeated HMB Lions Club 6-3

Jack DeWitt had a hat trick and Joey Erdie chipped in a pair 
to lead Coastside.net to a 6-3 win over HMB Lions Club.

Coastside.net jumped to an early 2-0 lead when DeWitt scored 
twice, first :31 in off a Joey Erdie pass low to the glove side, 
and then when he got behind the defense to score off a pass from 
Connor Goodin. 

Evan Farbstein visited the red light district with 51.7 seconds 
left in the second to cut it to 2-1 when he fired in long, high wrist-
shot that eluded the goalie.

Scott Brovarney and Sam Vaughn were kept of the board by 
Aidan Garcia and Patrick Weston, and the teams skated to the 
break at 2-1.

Shortly after returning to the blue ice, Erdie restored the 2-goal 
lead on a goal through the 5-hole. DeWitt then got his hat trick 
when he tipped in an Erdie shot, and Erdie made it 5-1 when he 
found the back of the net with low backhand. 

Casey Schwenk took a pass in the crease from CJ Huntsinger and 
tucked one in to make it 5-2 with 1:06 left in the third. 

In the fourth, Huntsinger cut it to 5-3 when he sent one 
under the goalie’s glove after taking a nicely saucered pass from 
Farbstein. James McKusick and Cody Hassler pressed the attack 
but were stymied by goalie Nik Gutierrez, who made 24 saves, 
and the tough defense of Holden Hix and Kion Mahrouzadeh. 
Jake Spaeth stopped 23 shots for HMB Lions Club in defeat.

Connor Goodin ended the scoring when he took a DeWitt 
pass and rippled the mesh with a waist-high wrist shot, sending the 
Coastside.net team off the playoffs with an unblemished 9-0 mark. 

I know what you’re thinking; this shot’s going top corner, glove side.  
Unfortunately (but not for goalie Nik Gutierrez) Evan Farbstein (#29) 
clanged it off the goaltender’s best friend, which is the way things went 
for HMB Lions Club in its 6-3 loss to division-leading Coastside.net. 

PeeWee Kezia Bowman (#14 green) parked on the doorstep, with Skyler  
Globus (#13) perched for the rebound, and though the puck eluded goalie Adam 
Mansell it was swept aside by defender Dante DiNapoli (to his right) for no goal.  

Correction 
An unnamed player has requested a retraction and correction 

to the July 21 Scores ’n More edition. The gray Bantam player 
claims a more accurate description of his goal was that he toe-
dragged it, heel-kicked it, faked the shot, deked the goalie, and 
backhanded the biscuit into the basket over the goalie’s glove. This 
editor (and father) is amazed, but would like to point out that after 
all that work, and all that showboating, it still only counts for 1 goal. 

Squirt Division
S3 HMB review defeated 
S2 Kulda Construction 4-3 in Overtime

Zane Hovermale fired home a perfect centering pass from 
Indigo Kinzey with :29.6 left in overtime as HMB Review 
defeated Kulda Construction 4-3.

North Cossman scored the first of his three goals to give 
Kulda Construction the lead when he scored on a wraparound 
off a Tanner Islander pass. Dimitri Weinstein scored on a 
nice pass from Joel Glasman to make it 1-1 after 1. 

Cossman slapped home a pass from Grayson Capers to 
retake the lead for Kulda Construction. But with :11.6 left in the 
half, Weinstein fired in his second when he took the faceoff and 
scored on a high wrister to make it 2-2 after 2. 

HMB took its first lead when Weinstein scored a 5-hole roller 
1:23 into the final frame off a pass from Kinzey, but a minute 
later in the third Cossman scored his third when he skated up 
the rink and lit the red light. 

The teams skated evenly the rest of regulation as blueliners 
Sophie Green, Joey De Meo and Griffen Dulay turned back 
Sasha Kulda and Cameron DeVry. In his return to action from 

the Disabled List, Liam Orsi sparked his team to the overtime 
point.  Since Orsi spent nearly the entire season on the DL, the 
League has ruled that he will retain his rookie status next year. 

Gloria Oseguera and Sam Louderback played well on 
defense for HMB Review in front of Jessica Oseguera. Taiten 
Hopkins made 15 saves in goal in relief for Kulda Construction. 

As overtime wound down, Kinzey centered the puck to 
Hovermale, who shot a wrister that was deflected by a div-
ing Kinzey, but bounced just over sprawling goalie Tanner 
Islander, who was stellar between the pipes, making 15 saves.

S4 Pastorino Hay defeated
S1 Palladino Painting 6-2

Pastorino Hay pulled away late on the strength of a  
Charlie Miller hat trick to defeat Palladino Painting 6-2.

Graham Wylie scored midway through the first period on a 
backhand in the crease to give Palladino Painting the early lead. 
Peyton Pastorino’s low snap shot evened the scored a minute 
later on a powerplay goal with Liam Williams in the penalty 
box for tripping. 

But Pastorino Hay came roaring back. Dominic Padua 

Kulda Construction looked ferocious (well, as menacing as 5-8 year old 
Squirts can look) in warmups before they took the blue ice vs  HMB Review. 

DoubleShot Contest results
Valerie Scarisbrick was the sole contestant to join the short 

list of successful contestants in our DoubleShot contest. The nana 
of Squirts Patrick and Billy Ginna drilled her second shot to join 
11 other finalists in the DoubleShot DoubleShootout on Aug. 3. 

Unsuccessful participants 
included Mike Dulay,  
Stephen Ferdinandi, Grant 
Giuliano, Desiree Green, 
Larry Hebb, Brandon Inglis, 
Mike Irwin, Tasha Jones,  
Pat Olson, Mark Thomas, 
and Lincoln Treanor. 

To date only a dozen  
shooters have qualified on  
169 shots, a paltry 7% success 
rate. Perhaps our snipers will 
come out on the final day, as 
|we quality more shooters  
before the DoubleShot 
DoubleShootout next Sunday.

Peyton Dulay, Laura DeVry and Maya Orsi (from left) don’t have the 
best view of NCHL game action, but we’re pretty sure they don’t 
care as they nestle amongst the needles and plan their strategy for 
future Squirt stardom. 

Photo of the Week

scored :36 into the second period off a pass from Coel Miller. 
Charlie Miller scored his first of 3 on a high wrist shot off a pass 
from Chase Hebb, and the second period ended 3-1.

Pastorino Hay namesake Peyton Pastorino scored the fourth 
unanswered goal when he took a Charlie Miller pass and sent in 
a low snap shot to the stick side. 

Williams made up for his transgression in the third when he 
fired in a long shot through the 5-hole to cut it to 4-2 with 3:53 
left in the game. 

Anthony Sassi and Marek Palladino valiantly tried to even the 
score, but defenders Patrick Ginna and Michael Whitlach turned 
them aside. Goalie Billy Ginna made 6 saves and Luca Padua 
played tough mid-rink, intercepting passes by Amanda Weston 
and halting rushes by Antonio Roman and Maia Haley. 

Charlie Miller added a pair of goals to put the game out of 
reach. He was able to find the twine with 3:40 left on a low 
backhand trough traffic, then ended the scoring with a wrister 
high to the glove side to help Pastorino Hay secure the top seed 
in the playoffs. 

Valerie Scarisbrick shows 
delight over DoubleShot prizes 


